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Dielectronic recombination rate coefficients
to excited states of He from He+

J.G. Wang, T. Kato, and I. Murakami

National Institute for Fusion Science 322-6 Oroshi-cho, Toki-shi 509-5292, Japan

A Simplified Relativistic Configuration Interaction (SRCI) method is used to calculate the dielectronic
recombination rate coefficients to the excited states of He from He+. In this method, the infinite resonant doubly
excited states involving high Rydberg states are treated conveniently in a unified mannar by interpolation. The
dielectronic recombination processes for AN — 1 and AN = 2 transitions are included in our calculations, and
the cross sections are in agreements with the experimental measurements. The rate coefficients to the excited
states are fitted to an analytical formula and the n-dependences of the fitting parameters are discussed.

Keyword: simplified relativistic configuration interaction method, dielectronic recombination rate coeffi-
cients, excited states of He, an analytical formula

1. Introduction

Dielectronic Recombination (DR) can be regarded as
a resonant radiative recombination process. As a free
electron with a specific kinetic energy collides with an
ion Aq+, one of the bound electrons of the ion Aq+ is
excitedfrom the initial nala orbital into the nrlr orbital,
the free electron is then captured into an unoccupied
orbital nl and forms a resonant doubly excited state;
subsequently, the resonant doubly excited state decays
into a non-autoionizing state through radiative transi-
tion processes. Its importance to influence the ionic bal-
ance in high temperature plasmas, such as solar corona,
has been known for many years [1]. Its radiative emis-
sion is a significant contributor for plasma cooling in hot
plasmas in fusion experiments. The dielectronic satel-
lites of hydrogen-like ion have also been used to measure
plasma densities in high density plasmas [2] and the elec-
tron temperatures in solar flares [3, 4, 5].

Many theoretical methods have been developed to
calculate the DR process[6, 7, 8, 9]. In these calcula-
tions, it is a tedious work to obtain the accurate DR
rate coefficients since they involve many resonant dou-
bly excited high Rydberg states. Due to the difficulty
of numerical calculation on wavefunction and too enor-
mous number of high Rydberg states, most calculations
either neglect high-lying doubly excited states or simply
use the n~3 scaling law to treat them[10, 11, 12, 13].
In fact, Quantum Defect Theory (QDT) has been devel-
oped to treat the atomic processes involving high Ryd-
berg states[14, 15, 16], which was also used to study the
DR cross sections and rate coefficients for high Rydberg
states by extrapolation[17, 18, 19, 20]. Recently, in the
frame of QDT, we have developed a Simplified Relativis-
tic Configuration Interaction (SRCI) method to study

the dielectronic recombination processes[21, 22, 23, 24].
In this method, all the resonant doubly excited high Ry-
dberg states are classified into different channels with
same angular momentum quantum number and same an-
gular momentum coupling type. In each channel, the de-
fined energy-normalized matrix elements vary smoothly
with the energy of high Rydberg states. Only a few
points (including a continuum point) are calculated, the
many resonant high Rydberg states can be treated in an
unified manner by interpolation (rather than extrapola-
tion), and then the DR cross sections and rate coeffi-
cients can be obtained conveniently.

Helium is one of the most common species in labora-
tory and astrophysical plasmas. It played .an important
role in the development of plasma spectroscopy and spec-
troscopic diagnostics. Helium is also the ion with low-
est atomic number which DR is possible, compared to
the eletron-nucleus interaction between the free eletron
and ion, the relative strength of electron-electron inter-
action (which mediates the DR process) is larger for He-
lium than any other ion. This fact makes the calcula-
tion of DR more difficult for helium. We have calcu-
lated the DR processes of helium for AN = 1 transi-
tions [21], and the results are in good agreement with
the absolute cross section measurements within 10%.
In present paper, we calculate the DR processes of he-
lium for AN = 2 transitions, and the cross sections are
compared with the experimental measurements[25]. As
is known for us, the past thereotical and experimental
works on DR of He+ are focused on the total dielec-
tronic recombination rate coefficients or corss sections
[1, 17, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. But now, if indi-
vidual line intesities have to be evaluated for the plasma
cooling or spectroscopic diagnostic, the partial DR rate
coefficients to the excited states must be known. So we
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calculate the partial DR. rate coefficients to the excited
states of He from He+, and then for applied conve-
nience, the rate coefficients are fitted to an analytical
formula and the n-dependence of the fitting parameters
are discussed.

29i
(2)

where <fc and gj are the statistical weight of the state i
and j,respectively. Ajt is Auger decay rate (inverse reso-
nant capture), which can be calculated by Fermi golden
rule,

(3)E^
where 9j and 9ui are antisymmetrized many-electron
wavefunctions for j state and t state plus a free electron,
respectively.

We construct the configuration wavefunctions <j>{TJM)
(F denotes the configuration 2nrlrnl and parity) as anti-
symmetrized product-type wavefunctions from central-
field Dirac orbitals with appropriate angular momentum
coupling[32]. All relativistic single-electron wavefunc-
tions (bound and continuum) are calculated based on
the atomic self-consistent potential [33, 34]. An atomic
state function for the state j(nrlrnl) with total angular
momentum JM is then expressed as linear expansion
of the configuration wavefunctions with same principal
quantum numbers (nr, n), and same orbital angular mo-
mentum quantum numbers (lr,l)

(4)

Here m is the number of the configuration wavefunctions
and the mi-ring coefficients Cj\ for state j are obtained
by diagonalizing the relevant Hamiltonian matrices[32].

The free state is chosen as the single configuration wave-
function. Then we have

(5)
A = l

2. Theoretical Method

The DR process of he+ has the form

e~ + He+(nala) -> He(nrlrnl)** — He(nklk)* + hu. (1)

here, when n r — na = 1, the process is called DR for
AN = 1 transition, which is according to 2lrnl(n > 2)
resonances; when n r — na = 2, the process is called DR
for AN = 2 transition, which is according to 3lrnl(n >
3) resonances. For the DR processes of AN = 2, there
exist new Auger processes to He+(2s) and He+{2p) be-
sides He+(ls). This will increase the complexity of cal-
culation.

The cross section of resonant capture processes, in
which the He+ ion in initial state i(nala) captures a free
electron with a specific energy ê  and forms the He atom
in the resonant doubly excited state j(nrlrnl), can be
treated in the isolated resonance approximation ( atomic
unit is used throughout unless specified),

where the Auger decay matrix element Mt" A is defined
as

(6)

Based on QDT, when / are fixed and n varies from
bound to continuum state, all the resonant doubly ex-
cited states with same J will form a channel. In the
channel, the energy-normalized matrix element can be
defined as

(7)
A = l

here {u^/q2) is the density of state, vn = n — fin, and
fj.n is the corresponding quantum defect. This energy-
normalized matrix element M^ varies smoothly with the
electron orbital energy in the channel[21, 23]. When the
energy-normalized matrix elements of a few states (in-
cluding one continuum state) in a channel have been
calculated, the Auger decay matrix elements of infinite
discrete states of that channel can be obtained by inter-
polation. From the expression (9) and (7), the Auger
rates and capture rates (by detailed balance) of the in-
finite resonant doubly excited states can be calculated
conveniently.

The resonant doubly excited state may autoionize
with a rate A^ by reemitting Auger electron or decay
radiately into a lower energy state k with a radiative
rate Ar-k, which is defined as

4e2o
(8)

where u> is photon energy, T ^ is electronic dipole oper-
ator [21]. The atomic wavefunction f̂  for final state k
can be constructed in the similar way as the expression
(4)

t/>fc(J'M') = Y, Cky<P'(T'xJ'M').
A' = l

(9)

Then we have

where the radiative transition matrix element is defined
as

(li)

For the radiative process with certain final state k(l8nklk
the resonant doubly excited states with the fixed (I) and
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different orbital energy form a channel. In the chan-
nel, the energy-normalized radiative transition matrix
element is defined as

m,tn
(12)

This energy-normalized matrix element varies slowly with
the electron orbital energy[21, 35, 36, 37]. By interpola-
tion, all the energy-normalized matrix elements of infi-
nite discrete states in a channel can be obtained. From
the expression (12), we can obtain all the radiative rates
in the channel.

The resonance energy €j can be calculated under the
frozen core approximation [38]. Then, we can obtain the
DR. cross sections for any resonant doubly excited states
conveniently,

ijik =

9j

r

jk'
2-/t' Aji' ' ( "

Here the summation i' is over all possible states of He+

ion, and the summation k' is over all possible states of
He whose energy are below state j .

The summation of cross sections over all possible k
is expressed as

(14)

The DR strength, which is the integral of the DR cross
section over the natural width of the resonance, can be
written as

_nh 9j
t3 2

(15)

We assume tha t the velocity distribution of the free
electron as the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, then
the dielectronic recombination rate coefficients can be
express as

where T is the temperature of the electron, K is Boltz-
mann constant. The partial dielectronic recombination
rate coefficients to excited state k can be express as

(17)

Here, the summation of j includes all the resonant dou-
bly excited states. The total dielectronic recombination
rate can be express as

(18)

3. Result and Discussion

There are enormous intermediate resonance states in-
volved in the DR process, which makes the explicit cal-
culations not practicable. Hence, the n~3 scaling law
is widely used in the literature to extrapolate the satel-
lite intensity factors (proportional to DR cross section)
for higher (n > 4) resonances[10, 11, 12]. Based on
QDT, we have developed the SRCI method, in which all
the high-lying resonant doubly excited states are treated
conveniently through interpolation. In present paper,
we study the dielectronic recombination processes of He
from He+, and obtain the cross sections and rate coeffi-
cients to excited states.

In the previous paper[21], we have calculated the
DR cross sections of helium for AN = 1 transitions,
and the results are in good agreement with the abso-
lute measurements[31] within 10%. This shows that our
SRCI method has included the main part of the corre-
lation, and it can satisfy the need for relevant applica-
tions. In present paper, in order to calculate the rate
coefficients, we also include the DR processes of helium
for AN = 2 transitions. The DR processes through the
An = 2 resonance states are more challenging theoreti-
cally because the electron-electron interaction is expect
to be stronger than through the An = 1 resonance states,
and meantimes for these An = 2 resonance states, there
are more Auger channel, while only one contributes to
the capture processes. Our convoluted cross sections are
compared with the experimental measurements(25], as
shown in Fig.l. In the convolution, we only include the
doubly excited states 3lrnl with 3 < n < 6. The thereot-
ical peaks for n = 3 and n = 4 show a good agreements
with experimental measurements. But the thereotical
peaks for n = 5 and n = 6 are higher than experimental
measurements. This is because the contributions of high-
n resonaces with n > 5 haven't been fully included in the
experimets due to field ionization effects[31, 25]. Mean-
while, the contributions of high-n resonaces with n > 7
are observed partially in the experiments, which are lo-
cated in the higher energy range than onr thereotical
value in Fig.l. We also find that the main contributions
to cross sections come from the 3pnd resonances[25]. In
the calculation on rate coefficients, the contributions of
all high-n resonances are included.

Using eq.(17) and eq.(18), we can calculate rate co-
efficients to excited states and total rate coefficients.
The total rate coefficients are plotted in Fig.2. It can
be seen that the main contributions to rate coefficients
come from the 2ZrnZ resonances, and the contributions
from 3lrnl resonances are lower than 10%. For 2lrnl
resonances, there is only one Auger channel to He+(ls),
whose inversion processes are the capture processes. How-
ever, for 3lrnl resonances, besides Auger channel to He+(ls)
involving the capture processes, there are Auger channels
to to He+{2s) and He+(2p), especially, the Auger rates
to He+(2s) and He+(2p) are much larger than the Auger
rates to He+(ls). From eq.(16), we can conclude that
the rate coefficients for 2ZrnZ resonances will be much
larger than 3lrnl resonances.

The rate coefficients to excited states are shown in
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Fig.3, Fig.4 and Fig.5 . In Fig.3(a) and (b), we plot the
rate coefficients to final states lsns(nlS) and lsn$(n3S)(n
2 -100). For n = 3 —100, the rate coefficients come from
the according doubly excited states 2pns(n = 3 — 100)
by radiative transition 2pns —» lsns, and decrease with
increasing n; for n = 2, there are many other tran-
sitions 2snp —» Is2s(n = 3 — oo) contributing to the
rate coefficients, besides the transition 2p2s —> Is2s. So
the rate coefficients to final states Is2s are much larger
than others, as shown in Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(b). For
the final states ls2p(21P), it comes from the transitions
2p2 —> Is2p and 2pnp —» Is2p(n = 3—oo), which is larger
than \snp{nlP){n = 3 - 100), as shown as Fig.3(c). For
the final states ls2p(23P), it is well known that config-
uration 2p2 can forms terms 21S, 2lD and 23P. Ac-
cording to the selection rule of dipole transitions, only
23P can contribute to the final states ls2p(23P). How-
ever, the Auger rates of 2p2(23P) are many magnitudes
smaller than 2p2(215) and 2p2(21£>), which causes a very
small cross section for 2p2(23P) resonance [31, 25, 21],
so the contributions to the final states ls2p(23P) don't
come from 2p2 configuration but from the doubly ex-
cited states 2pnp(n > 3) by transitions 2pnp —• Is2p.
This causes the rate coefficients to final states ls2p(23P)
smaller than the rate coefficients to ls3p(23P), which
come from the transition 2p3p —• Is3p. Comparing
Fig.3(a), Fig.3(b), Fig.3(c) and Fig.3(d), we can found
the curves of rate coefficients are much closer for different
final states n in Fig.3 (a) and Fig.3(c). This is because
the doubly excited states (such as 2pns1P and 2pnp1Z?),
which is the main contributor to the final states in Fig.3(a)
and Fig.3(c), have very large Auger rate A°. Using

eq.(16), if A" » A*, a <x ̂  ^J£
Here, the principal radiative processes are 2p —» Is,
which are almost independent on n. So the rate co-
efficients vary slowly with n. But for the final states
in Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(d), the Aa of the involved dou-
bly excited states is not very large and the curves are
not so close with increasing n. In Fig.4 and Fig.5, we
plot the rate coefficients to final states \snd{nxD, n3D),
Unf(nlF, n3F), lsng^G, n3G), and lsnh^H, n3H).
The rate coefficients in Fig.5 are two magnitudes smaller
than Fig.4. As I increases, the Auger rates for the doubly
excited states He**(2lrnl) decreases very fast. When I =

4,5 in Fig.5, Aa < Ar, and then a oc y ^ t ^ f f i x - ~
A"4. so the small rate coefficients in Fig.5 are the direct
results of very small Auger rates in the involved doubly
excited states.

In order to use the rate coefficients conveniently, we
fit them into a formula with two fitting parameters as
following:

afit = 6.68167 x 10~13(/cr)-3/2 • Eav • St • (19)

Here, the fitting parameters Eav and St are according to
the average incident electron energy and total integrated
cross sections, respectively. The units of a/a, nT, Eav

and St are an3 • s~l, eV, eV and 10~aocm2 • eVt respec-
tively. The fitting parameters are plotted in Fig.6-Fig.ll.
As we have mentioned above, when n = 2, the param-

eters St, which determine the rate coefficients directly,
are larger than that when n = 3 for the final states lsns
(^S, n3S) and lsnp (nlP), and smaller than that when
n = 3 for the final states lsnp (n3P) as shown in Fig.6.
The main contributions to Is2p (n3P) come from the
transitons 2pnp —> Is2p(n > 3), so the parameter Eav

for Is2p (23P) is larger than that for Is2s (2lS, 23S)
and Is2p (21P), as shown in Fig.7.

With increasing n in lsns (^S), the curve varies
very slowly when n < 20, and decrease linearly when
n > 40, as shown in Fig.6. As we have mentioned above,
when n < 20, Aa » Ar, and then the integrated cross

sections Sy oc ^ i f f i f f i ^ . , ~ E*^*- Here, the
principal radiative processes are 2p —> Is, which are al-
most independent on n. So the fitting integrated cross
sections vary slowly with n. With increasing n, the Aa

decreases as n~3 scaling law. When n > 40, Aa <C Ar,

and then 5y oc v^ A f t ^ l ^ ? \ - AH- S o t h e fit"
3 j

ting integrated cross sections decrease as n""3 scaling law
with increasing n, and the curve in Fig.6 decrease lin-
early. With the increasing I in the final states lsnZ, the
Auger rates of the involved doubly excited states become
small, so the fitting integrated cross sections behave as
n~3 scaling law in the final states with lower n, as shown
in Fig.8 and Fig.10. Due to small integrated cross sec-
tions for 3lrnl resonances, its effects on rate coefficients
to excited states are not large, except the final states
lsnd(nlD,n3D) originating from doubly excited states
3pnd, as we have mentioned above. So the fitting elctron
energies for final states lsnd(nlD, n3D) are higher than
other final states, as shown as in Fig.9, Fig.7 and Fig.ll.
We aslo check the validity of fitting formula, and found
that it is in good agreements with our numerical calcu-
lations with 3%, as an example shown in Fig.3(a) and
Fig.3(c).

4. Conclusion

A simplified relativistic configuration interaction method
is used to study the dielectronic recombination processes
to excited states of helium. In this method, the infinite
resonant doubly excited states involving high Rydberg
state can be treated conveniently in a unified mannar by
interpolation.The dielectronic recombination processes
for AN = 1 and AN = 2 transitions are included in our
calculations. In a previous paper, We have compared
our calculated cross sections with the absolute measure-
ments for AAf = 1 transitions [21]. In present paper,
We have also compared our calculated cross sections
with the absolute measurements for AN = 2 transitions.
The agreements of our calculation with the experimental
measurements show that our SRCI method has included
the main part of the correlation, and it can satisfy the
need for relevant applications. The rate coefficients to
the excited states are also fitted to an analytical formula
and the n-dependences of the fitting parameters are dis-
cussed, which will be very convenient for the application
in plasma physics.
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Data Compilation of Angular Distributions of Sputtered Atoms; Jan. 1990

NIFS-DATA-2 T. Kato, J. Lang and K. E. Berrington,
Intensity Ratios of Emission Lines from OV Ions for Temperature and Density Diagnostics ; Mar. 1990 [ At
Data and Nucl Data Tables 4_4( 1 9 9 0) 13 3 ]

NIFS-DATA-3 T. Kaneko,
Partial Electronic Straggling Cross Sections of Atoms for Protons; Mar. 1990

NIFS-DATA-4 T. Fujimoto, K. Sawada and K. Takahata,
Cross Section for Production of Excited Hydrogen Atoms Following Dissociative Excitation of Molecular
Hydrogen by Electron Impact; Mar. 1990

NIFS-DATA-5 H. Tawara,

Some Electron Detachment Data for H" Ions in Collisions with Electrons, Ions, Atoms and Molecules -
an Alternative Approach to High Energy Neutral Beam Production for Plasma Heating- ;Apr. 1990

NIFS-DATA-6 H. Tawara, Y. Itikawa, H. Nishimura, H. Tanaka and Y. Nakamura,
Collision Data Involving Hydro-Carbon Molecules ; July 1990 [Supplement to Nucl. Fusion £(1992)25;
Atomic and Molecular Processes in Magnetic Fusion Edge Plasmas (Plenum, 1995) p461]

NIFS-DATA-7 H.Tawara,
Bibliography on Electron Transfer Processes in lon-Ion/Atom/Molecule Collisions -Updated I990-; Aug.
1990

NIFS-DATA-8 U.I.Safronova, T.Kato, K.Masai, L.A.Vainshtein and A.S.Shlyapzeva,
Excitation Collision Strengths, Cross Sections and Rate Coefficients for OV, SiXI, FeXXIII, MoXXXIX by
Electron Impact (Is22s2-Is22s2p-Is22p2 Transitions) Dec. 1990

NIFS-DATA-9 T.Kaneko,
Partial and Total Electronic Stopping Cross Sections of Atoms and Solids for Protons; Dec. 1990

NIFS-DATA-10 K.Shima, N.Kuno, M.Yamanouchi and H.Tawara,
Equilibrium Charge Fraction of Ions ofZ=4-92 (0.02-6 MeV/u) and Z=4-20 (Up to 40 MeV/u) Emerging
from a Carbon Foil; Jan.1991 [AT.Data and Nucl. Data Tables 5_L(1 992)1 73]

NIFS-DATA-11 T. Kaneko, T. Nishihara, T. Taguchi, K. Nakagawa, M. Murakami, M. Hosono, S. Matsushita, K. Hayase, M.Moriya,
Y.Matsukuma, K.Miura and Hiro Tawara,
Partial and Total Electronic StoppingCross Sections of Atoms for a Singly Charged Helium Ion: Part I;
Mar. 1991

NIFS-DATA-12 Hiro Tawara,

Total and Partial Cross Sections of Electron Transfer Processes for Beq+ and B1+ Ions in Collisions with

H, H2 and He Gas Targets -Status in I99I-; June 1991

NIFS-DATA-13 T. Kaneko, M. Nishikori, N. Yamato, T. Fukushima, T. Fujikawa, S. Fujita, K. Miki, Y. Mitsunobu, K. Yasuhara, H. Yoshida
and Hiro Tawara,
Partial and Total Electronic Stopping Cross Sections of Atoms for a Singly Charged Helium Ion : Part II;
Aug. 1991

NIFS-DATA-14 T. Kato, K. Masai and M. Arnaud,
Comparison of lonization Rate Coefficients of Ions from Hydrogen through Nickel; Sep. 1991

NIFS-DATA-15 T. Kato, Y. Itikawa and K. Sakimoto,
Compilation of Excitation Cross Sections for He Atoms by Electron Impact; Mar. 1992

NIFS-DATA-16 T. Fujimoto, F. Koike, K. Sakimoto, R. Okasaka, K. Kawasaki, K. Takiyama, T. Oda and T. Kato,
Atomic Processes Relevant to Polarization Plasma Spectroscopy ; Apr. 1992

NIFS-DATA-17 H.Tawara,



Electron Stripping Cross Sections for Light Impurity Ions in Colliding with Atomic Hydrogens Relevant to
Fusion Research; Apr. 1992

NIFS-DATA-18 T. Kalo,

Electron Impact Excitation Cross Sections and Effective Collision Strengths of N Atom and N-Like Ions -A
Review of Available Data and Recommendations- ; Sep. 1992 [Atomic Data and Nuclear Data Tables, 57,
181-214 (1994)]

NIFS-DATA-19 Hiro Tawara,

Atomic and Molecular Data for H2O, CO & CO2 Relevant to Edge Plasma Impurities, Oct. 1992

NIFS-DATA-20 Hiro. Tawara,

Bibliography on Electron Transfer Processes in lon-Ion/Atom/Molecule Collisions -Updated 1993-;
Apr. 1993

NIFS-DATA-21 J. Dubau and T. Kato,

Dielectronic Recombination Rate Coefficients to the Excited States of C I from C II; Aug. 1994

NIFS-DATA-22 T. Kawamura, T. Ono, Y. Yamamura,

Simulation Calculations of Physical Sputtering and Reflection Coefficient of Plasma-Irradiated Carbon
Surface; Aug. 1994 [J. Nucl. Mater., 220 (1995) 1010]

NIFS-DATA-23 Y. Yamamura and H. Tawara,

Energy Dependence of Ion-Induced Sputtering Yields from Monoatomic Solids at Normal Incidence;

Mar. 1995 [At. Data and Nucl. Data Tables, 62 (1996) 149]

NIFS-DATA-24 T. Kato, U. Safronova, A. Shlyaptseva, M. Cornille, J. Dubau,

Comparison of the Satellite Lines ofH-like and He-like Spectra; Apr. 1995 [Atomic Data and Nuclear Data
Tables, 67., 225 (1997)]

NIFS-DATA-25 H. Tawara,

Roles of Atomic and Molecular Processes in Fusion Plasma Researches - from the cradle (plasma
production) to the grave (after-burning) -; May 1995

NIFS-DATA-26 N. Toshima and H. Tawara

Excitation, lonization, and Electron Capture Cross Sections of Atomic Hydrogen in Collisions with
Multiply Charged Ions; July 1995

NIFS-DATA-27 V.P. Shevelko, H. Tawara and E.Salzborn,

Multiple-lonization Cross Sections of Atoms and Positive Ions by Electron Impact; July 1995 [Suppl. Nucl.
Fusion, 6 (1996) 101]

NIFS-DATA-28 V.P. Shevelko and H. Tawara,

Cross Sections for Electron-Impact Induced Transitions Between Excited States in He: n, n'=2,3 and 4;
Aug. 1995 [Suppl. Nucl. Fusion, 6 (1996) 27]

NIFS-DATA-29 U.I. Safronova, M.S. Safronova and T. Kato,

Cross Sections and Rate Coefficients for Excitation ofAn= I Transitions in Li-like Ions with 6<Z<42;
Sep. 1995 [Physica Scripta, 54, 68-84 (1996)]

NIFS-DATA-30 T. Nishikawa, T. Kawachi, K. Nishihara and T. Fujimoto,

Recommended Atomic Data for Collisional-Radiative Model of Li-like Ions and Gain Calculation for Li-
like Al Ions in the Recombining Plasma; Sep. 1995

NIFS-DATA-31 Y. Yamamura, K. Sakaoka and H. Tawara,

Computer Simulation and Data Compilation of Sputtering Yield by Hydrogen Isotopes ('//+, 2D+, 3T*) and

Helium (4He+) Ion Impact from Monatomic Solids at Normal Incidence; Oct. 1995

NIFS-DATA-32 T. Kato, U. Safronova and M. Ohira,

Dielectronic Recombination Rate Coefficients to the Excited States of CII from CHI; Feb. 1996 [Physica
Scripta, 53, 461-472 (1996), Physica Scripta, 55, 185-199 (1997)]

NIFS-DATA-33 K.J. Snowdon and H. Tawara,

Low Energy Molecule-Surface Interaction Processes of Relevance to Next-Generation Fusion Devices;



Mar. 1996[Comm. At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 34 (1998) 21]

NIFS-DATA-34 T. Ono, T. Kawamura, K. Ishii and Y. Yamamura,

Sputtering Yield Formula for B4C Irradiated with Monoenergetic Ions at Normal Incidence; Apr. 1996 [J.

Nucl. Mater., 232 (1996) 52]

NIFS-DATA-35 I. Murakami, T. Kato and J. Dubau,

UV and X-Ray Spectral Lines of Be-Like Fe Ion for Plasma Diagnostics; Apr. 1996 [Physica Scripta, 54,
463-470 (1996)]

NIFS-DATA-36 K. Moribayashi and T. Kato,

Dielectronic Recombination of Be-like Fe Ion; Apr. 1996 [Physca Scripta. Vol.55, 286-297 (1997)]

NIFS-DATA-37 U. Safronova, T. Kato and M. Ohira,

Dielectronic Recombination Rate Coefficients to the Excited Stales of CHI from CIV; July 1996 [J. Quant.
Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer, 58, 193 - 215, (1997)]

NIFS-DATA-38 T. Fujimoto, H. Sahara, G. Csanak and S. Grabbe,

Atomic States and Collisional Relaxation in Plasma Polarization Spectroscopy: Axially Symmetric Case;
Oct. 1996

NIFS-DATA-39 H. Tawara (Ed.)

Present Status on Atomic and Molecular Data Relevant to Fusion Plasma Diagnostics and Modeling;
Jan. 1997

NIFS-DATA-40 Inga Yu. Tolstikhina,

LS-Averaged 1/Z Method as a Tool of Studying the Interactions of Highly Charged Ions with a Metal
Surface; Jan. 1997

NIFS-DATA-41 K. Moribayashi and T. Kato,

Atomic Nuclear Charge Scaling for Dielectronic Recombination to Be-like Ions; Apr. 1997

NIFS-DATA-42 H. Tawara,

Bibliography on Electron Transfer Processes in Ion-ion / Atom /Molecule Collisions -Updated 1997 -;
May 1997

NIFS-DATA-43 M. Goto and T. Fujimoto,

Collisional-radiative Model for Neutral Helium in Plasma: Excitation Cross Section and Singlet-triplet
Wavefunction Mixing; Oct. 1997

NIFS-DATA-44 J. Dubau, T. Kato and U.I. Safronova,

Dielectronic Recombination Rate Coefficients to the Excited States of Cl From C//;Jan. 1998

NIFS-DATA-45 Y. Yamamura, W. Takeuchi and T. Kawamura,

The Screening Length of Interatomic Potential in Atomic Collisions; Mar. 1998

NIFS-DATA-46 T. Kenmotsu, T. Kawamura, T. Ono and Y. Yamamura,

Dynamical Simulation for Sputtering ofB4C; Mar. 1998

NIFS-DATA-47 I. Murakami, K. Moribayashi and T. Kato,

Effect of Recombination Processes on FeXXIII Line Intensities; May 1998

NIFS-DATA-48 Zhijie Li, T. Kenmotsu, T. Kawamura, T. Ono and Y. Yamamura,

Sputtering Yield Calculations Using an Interatomic Potential with the Shell Effect and a New Local Model;
Oct. 1998

NIFS-DATA-49 S. Sasaki, M. Goto, T. Kato and S. Takamura,

Line Intensity Ratios of Helium Atom in an Ionizing Plasma;Oct 1998

NIFS-DATA-50 I. Murakami, T. Kato and U. Safronova,

Spectral Line Intensities of NeVII for Non-equilibrium lonization Plasma Including Dielectronic
Recombination Processses; Jan. 1999

NIFS-DATA-51 Hiro Tawara and Masa Kato,

Electron Impact lonization Data for Atoms and Ions -up-dated in 1998-; Feb. 1999



NIFS-DATA-52 J.G. Wang, T. Kato and I. Murakami,

Validity of n'3 Scaling Law in Dielectronic Recombination Processes; Apr. 1999

NIFS-DATA-53 J.G. Wang, T. Kato and I. Murakami,

Dielectronic Recombination Rate Coefficients to Excited States of He from He+\ Apr. 1999


